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Whatever your strategy social media 
needs to be part of it.

The internet revolution might sound 
passe but it is still radical and is 
bringing deep structural changes in 
organizations and markets where 
individuals will be playing a growing 
role.

How did we get here? 3 men with 
three dangerous ideas...
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Dangerous idea #1: 
Information is for everyone - 
right not a privilege.

Johannes Gutenberg (c. 1400 – 
February 3, 1468) was a 
German goldsmith and printer, 
who is credited with inventing 
movable type printing in Europe 
558 years ago (ca. 1450) and 
mechanical printing globally. 



Dangerous idea #2
Information can be freed from its media.

Claude Shannon and his information entropy formula 
gave rise to the “bit” and brought about the digital age 
where information is no longer bound to its media and 
freely transmittable.



Dangerous idea #3
Information can be linked & distributed 
globally in an instant. 

Tim Berners-Lee connected several interesting 
ideas (Vannevar Bush, Xerox Parc) into a 
dangerous one: The World Wide Web where 
anyone could  immediately share information 
within a globally-connected  network and do so in 
an easy and graphically way.



9B documents
25MM so far only 360 

years to go

if NARA docs were size 
of Washington 

Monument we’d only 
have completed the first 

18 inches.

We are here



*

*Outer circle indicates current size of records Footnote.com has digitized and put online as of Feb 2008 (26MM).



Scarcity gets scarce.
Disruption happens.
Value shifts.

Value doesn’t disappear with 
information becomes abundant - 
it shifts somewhere else.



Convenience over 
credibility

Pew Internet Life report, "Science Online,"
found that science knowledge-seeking 
online is driven a lot by convenience -- more 
so than a sense that science information 
online is accurate. This same trend has 
been seen in other areas as well.



Scribd.com, which says it 
wants to be the YouTube 
of documents, is now 
trying to move in to more 
respectable territory.



What others think becomes
more important
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How people communicate, record 
knowledge and collaborate is 
becoming less centralized. The 
document or book metaphor have 
given way to many ongoing 
conversations.



30% rated service/person
28% tagged something
50% share video links

The more information, the more valuable tools 
are for people to start organizing/filtering it.

What Baby Boomers are doing from Pew 
Internet Life reports on Tagging and Online 



36% of online American 
adults consult Wikipedia

Mini case study: Wikipedia
•Massive amount of popular & 
long-tail content, timely content 
(2 MM articles in English)
•Great Google juice



6 of top 10 global sites 
are social





You are here

You think 
you’re here

Known       Knowable      Unknowable     Chaotic

Strategy #1
Understand your problem space.

As you move  to the right of the graph, cause and effect 
become harder to correlate

Tactics
Known: Follow best practices
Knowable: Iterate rapidly, ask questions, listen closely.



7 Rules
Think of these as the necessary 
ingredients needed to grow a healthy 
and active community.

How you implement them is open for 
much experimentation.

Guidelines



1. Engage quickly
1. Start with a compelling 
idea & simple solution



Give us the name of your 
favorite musical artist and 
weʼll present you a rich world 
of music and people who are 
likely more passionate about 
this stuff than you are.



2. Let people 
make your stuff 
better



• 6 months
• 85,000 contributors
• 1.9 million entries
• ‘indistinguishable’ from expert analysis 











3. Live by the 
Golden Rule

Do unto others...

Always respect privacy 

From Robert Axelrod’s 
“Evolution of Cooperation”:

• you’ll be back
• you can be identified
• you have reputation



Facebook has been pushing the 
bounds of privacy lately but this 
example is still a good one to 
learn from:

Make sure people are aware of 
the implications of their decision 
- especially when security and 
reputation are at stake.



4. Encourage 
feedback





5. Create 
    usable exhaust

Browse social graphs - show friend 
activities

Design for second-order effects.
http://www.hypergene.net/blog/
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The News Feed is different 
and naturally tailored 
entertainment for each 
member.

It was a controversial 
feature at first but is now 
wildly popular.



Strength of Weak Ties

The more mechanisms that you provide for those 
sub-networks to flourish, greater the overall 
network growth. Networks like MySpace and 
Facebook that encourage ghettos grow the most. 
Ning, which lets you create your own network and 
join others too, cleverly understands this concept 
and leverages it.

Granovetter has studied this extensively.

6. Let a thousand 
groups bloom
(The Strength of Weak Ties)



LibraryThing encourages 
many active groups.

The graphic to the right 
shows the length of the 
entire page of their 
groups list.



7. Recognize the 
good





Why do some people 
contribute so much? It’s 
hard to explain but make 
sure that what ever 
experience you design it 
enables their obsessions.



What would _______ do?

Google
Amazon
Microsoft
Footnote
Yahoo
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